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Avalon Sciences Ltd (ASL) designs and manufactures advanced borehole seismic equipment for Vercal Seismic 
Profiling (VSP), permanent/passive seismic monitoring, well/reservoir characterisaon and hydraulic fracture event 
detecon.  
ASL has been at the cu ng edge of borehole seismic technology innovaon, design and manufacturing for nearly 30 
years.  A household name in VSP and downhole microseismic equipment, ASL is dedicated to 
providing the best bespoke soluon to meet the client needs whilst providing the greatest possible customer service 
and support both remotely and on-site.

Avalon Sciences has acquired the ABB Offshore System borehole 
facility at Rosemanowes Quarry, Penryn, in Cornwall, UK. The 
acquision of the 20 acacquision of the 20 acre quarry allows tesng of borehole equipment 
within a controlled environment. This provides ASL with an improved 
method of tesng products in real site condions, and allows problems 
that may arise in the real world to be addressed.   Facilies  and wells 
on the site are available for hire along with field crew.  The facility can 
also be used as part of our ATC field engineer training course. 

All ASL downhole tools are fully compable with our standalone 
surface power and recording panels, and all are operated by our in 
house built ACQ soware suite. In addion ASL offers source syn-
chronizers for mulple offset sources, and a wide range of surface 
test and service ancillaries such as a Downhole Sparker Source, 
Gamma Logging tools, Tractor tools, Sinker Bars, Inter-tool connec-
tors, as well as various Cross-over Tools. 

ACQ provides powerful data quality control tools including flexible 
trace display, comparave spectral analysis, parcle moon
hodogram, trace plo ng and me/depth profile display.  The
soware suite is required for operaon of all ASL tools which 
require a GSP recording panel, and so can also display traces 
recorded on GSP surface analogue channels.
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Light and compact design allows 
for speedy well deployment and 
rig out.
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Slim Quad Sensor
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